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GOOD NEWS! THERE ARE LEGITIMATE HOME BASED BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
There are many ways to make money at home in a legitimate home based business opportunity.  The reason why you have an 

interest in working from home will determine which path you may want to follow.  Some corporate business have arrangements where they encourage
employees to work from home while others can set you up as an independent contractor.  That is, you are basically self employed and have the benefits of
working for yourself like maximum freedom for your schedule and are paid based on the amount of work done.  This may include the number of hours on
the telephone answering customer service requests, or being logged into a computer being productive.  

Most working from home arrangements include some type of working for yourself, but the growth of working from home for a large corporation shouldn't
be ignored.  There are many formal companies that are actively encouraging it's employees to work from home or sign up for several other flexible work
methods.  The reason for this is simply cost.  Sun Microsystems continues to be a very strong supporter of having their people work from home at least part
of the time. Without the need for ongoing formal office space for each employee, the company saves money and there's less stress on the environment
caused by the daily commute to and from work. The benefits to the employee are obvious.

So a good option, if you don't mind the corporate culture and environment, is to find an employer who encourages work from 

home opportunities.  Remember these are legitimate home based business opportunities that set you up as an employee or an 

independent contractor.  

Even if the thought of joining corporate business is not appealing however, I encourage you to at least consider the possibilities.  The reason is that if a
company has embraced the idea of working at home, they've probably also thought about flex time and flexible work hours.  If these are your primary
interests that led to looking for legitimate home based business opportunities, then by all means check out corporate business with flex work options

One place to look for these corporate businesses are in the top 100 or top 500 best business lists put out yearly by several major business magazines.  If they
are recognized as being the best for employees, the likelihood of them offering flex work options like home based business opportunities is much greater. 
Another good place to check is on the various job posting boards like monster.com and careerbuilder.com  When checking the job boards however, use the
search capability for specific words and be sure not to limit yourself to just your local area.  After all, what difference does it make where you're located if you
work from home.

 


